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Ever wondered why now there is so much drama and hype about Bitcoin?How can Bitcoin pan out later
on? There are a number of shades of public opinions about any of it. We can look beyond the prices and
explore the fundamentals and economics of Bitcoin... Some see it as phony internet cash, others basically
as a new asset class, and still others view it as a genuine rip-off, pyramid scheme, tulip bubble you name

it. After scanning this reserve, you will clearly understand how Bitcoin will forever change money,
business and politics. How it will change your life.You might be living in probably the most exciting times

of history at this time..In this book I take you from the noise of hype to show you what Bitcoin really is
and how it can and WILL affect the world.What's Money? Why do we need Bitcoin? Nothing could be
therefore divisive and controversial compared to the subject of Bitcoin today. And answer some pretty

essential questions . Bitcoin is a lot more than making tons of cash and buying lambos and yachts. Seize
this once in an eternity opportunity now and begin living the true independence you had been born to

live.
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